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Directed Energy Devices

• Novel technology to use high energy 
lasers and high power “microwaves” 
to produce military utility

• Advantages
• Fast engagement

• Deep magazine

• Potentially non-lethal and covert

• Challenging to integrate – both 
technical, legal, and cultural issues to 
deployment

Images from Wikipedia



High Power Electromagnetic Sources
• The fields of vacuum 

electronics and directed energy 
technology have exhibited 
tremendous progress since 
World War II
• There has been Moore’s Law-like 

progress power-frequency 
squared product

• Pf2 (power density) has doubled 
every 26 months since 1930

• Merger of plasma, accelerator, 
radar, and nuclear physics 
communities



HPM – High Power Microwaves

• “Microwave” is a technical term, but we really care about the entire 
spectrum

Images from Booske07, and Zhang, 2019



Parallel Particle-in-Cell to the 
Rescue…kinda…

Images from Luginsland 2012



Magnetron Physics (Crossed-Field Device)

Images from Yue 2020

• Hull Cutoff
• Buneman-Hartree
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So what is the challenge?

• Device is complicated electromagnetically
• Mode competition
• Beam loading (“RHS of the wave equation”) 

couples modes together and changes the 
“hot” tube mode pattern and frequency 
dynamically

• Mode, frequency, and output power all 
depend critically on level of RF power and 
input current, voltage, magnetic field…

• DC, RF, and space charge fields are all of 
equal magnitude

What can we do to shorten the design cycle?



• Rescale a rising sun magnetron from 
2GHz to 4GHz and maximize output 
power for the new design subject to the 
constraint that the device operates in a 
particular mode (efficiency and 
extraction arguments) and starts quickly

• Scaling laws exist for the electromagnetic 
piece and then can re-do Hull Cutoff and 
Buneman-Hartree for plasma physics piece

• Use Dakota and do an optimization study

• Fitness function 70% operating frequency and 
30% start-up time

Automated Test Case



• Rescale a rising sun magnetron 
from 2GHz to 4GHz and maximize 
output power for the new design 
subject to the constraint that the 
device operates in a particular 
mode (efficiency and extraction 
arguments) and starts quickly
• Scaling laws exist for the 

electromagnetic piece and then can re-
do Hull Cutoff and Buneman-Hartree
for plasma physics piece

• Use Dakota and do an optimization 
study

• How to best use investment in ML 
to help? 

Automated Test Case

Wrong mode, even though 
right frequency

Dakota used Method of Feasible Directions



Work Flow

Lots of human in the loop



How do we get the human out of the loop?  
DNN Image Classifier



Details
• We choose image classification as that seemed the source of how humans 

intervened in the design process
• “Numbers” (time history, field levels) we can get into the optimization routines 

directly, but what an image means typically takes the human wet-ware

• Used supervised learning
• Generated 10,000 images from 1000 simulations based on previous parameter ranges

• Labeled them (took about 3 hours)

• Images reduced to vectors 

• Pixels (0,1) based on the presence of a PIC macroparticle (no density or weighting 
information) – just capturing spatial relationship.  This is set by the resolutions

• Trained via AWS

• 30% training data, 10% tuning hyper parameters, 60% test

• 91% effective at identifying 5-spoke pi mode (20 hidden layers, 25 neutrons per 
layer, classification threshold of 0.5)



Revised Work Flow



4GHz Design
• Used image classifier in conjunction with optimization

• Weighted start up time 30% and operating frequency 70% via Dakota

• Required Pi mode (5-spokes) – This was a constraint

Note difference in time scale

2.5 ms 500ns

2GHz 4GHz



Impact

Human Hours: ~100 hours ~5 hours

20x “Speed Up” for Designers



Assessment
• At least for a simplified test case, COTS ML can be used to improve 

speed of design and probably design quality

• ML should just be a tool in the toolbox (likened to using canned FFT routines 
according to my program manager)

• Drawbacks 

• It still requires some non-trivial computing power (we used a 32 node cluster for 
the PIC runs and AWS for GPU access) – this can be a challenge for industry

• Still quite a bit of art (our hypertuning work was important) 

• Open Questions

• We didn’t see any cases where our 9% error in classification hurt us – why?

• Strongly based on what the human thinks is a good idea…



What else can we do?

• Can we use ML+Optimization to learn some physics?

• What can we do to capture the “phase space” of DE devices to help 
other designers?

• Kinda UQ, kinda capture new ideas, kinda can we find new ways to store 
“results” from lots of runs



Extractor Physics

• Extractor design remains “witchcraft”
• Too much power extraction ruins the mode

• Too little power extraction and you cannot 
achieve your goals

• Wall current flow must be integrated with 
extractor design

• Here we optimize for maximum power 
extraction 
• Demand pi mode (5 spokes)

• Demand 4GHz +/- 10% operation 

• Subject to a fixed amount of loss in the 
loading cavity

Normalized loss

Peak power extracted



Power and Mode Correlation
• “Circulating Power” is a 

measure of inherent J*E 
power conversion
• Highest without 

extraction
• Extracted Power is what 

actually provides utility
• This curve is a “Pareto front” 

where an individual design is 
providing maximum power 
considering the other 
variables

• Maximum power (“absolute” 
best design)



SVM

• Support Vector Machine

• “Catalog of potential designs”

• How to capture the results of a 
simulation campaign?

• Basically, we had all this data lying 
around, can we extract additional 
information?

• Vary the DC input power (beam 
loading) and extractor loss

• 30% efficient (top)
• 40% efficient (bottom)

• May allow prediction from existing 
data



Summary
• We were tasked to investigate what the investment in ML tools could 

do for the wider Directed Energy Community in design tools

• Using SciKit-Learn, we implemented an image classifier suitable to 
support analysis of particle data from PIC code
• Images are VERY general – have subsequently used on fluid data

• Using this tool along with traditional optimization techniques:
• Developed an existence proof that COTS machine learning can speed up and 

enhance design work

• Develop new correlations, if not causation, on important processes for 
nonlinear extractor physics

• Developed a “catalog” that can be provided to other designers to aid their 
human-in-the-loop design work


